Fix an integer n > 1 . Let G be the semisimple Lie group SU(r!+l,l) and K be the subgroup S(U(«+l)xU(l)).
Introduction
This paper is a contribution to the general program of producing concrete realizations of representations of Lie groups in the kernels of invariant first order differential operators. The methods we employ are those proposed by R.
A. Kunze, J. E. Gilbert, R. J. Stanton, and P.A. Tomas in [G2, GKST:Cort,  GKST:Zyg and GKT:Clev]. In the case of noncompact semisimple Lie groups, this approach can be thought of as a generalization of the work on the discrete series by W. Schmid, R. Hotta, R. Parthasarathy, A. W. Knapp and N. R. Wallach, (see [SC, HP and KW] ). That is, the class of differential operators we consider generalize the operators of Schmid (see §2 below) and a definition of Cauchy-Szegö maps is given which is more general than that of Knapp and Wallach.
Suppose G is a noncompact connected semisimple Lie group with finite center and a maximal compact subgroup K. Let q = t © s be the Cartan decomposition associated to (G,K) . To each irreducible unitary representation (r, ig, let C°°(G,x) = {/: G -V : f is smooth, f(kg) = x(k)f(g) V* e K, g e G}.
The group G acts on C°°(G,x) by right translation. The invariant first order differential operators acting on C°° (G,t) are determined by 7i-equivariant projections of Vr ® sc onto 7i-invariant subspaces, where K acts by x <g> Ad. Given such (x,Vr) and a description of K in terms of dominant integral weights, one requires a prescription which uses the location of x in K to specify one invariant differential operator, say ST. One would like to arrange this so that the Tí-type (x ,Vz) occurs in ker(3T) and also to have a means of controlling all the K-types which occur there. To show that ker(ST) is nontrivial, we use Cauchy-Szegö maps, which put quotients of nonunitary principal series into ker(5r). In the cases which we treat, knowledge of these quotients tells us about the irreducibility and unitarizability of the (g, Tí )-module of K-finite elements of ker(3r). In the first three sections we explain these general ideas in more detail. The rest of the paper is taken up with the special case where G = SU(« + 1,1), K = S(U(« tl)xU(l)) and (x,V) is a representation of Tí on a space of spherical harmonics on Cn+ which are bihomogeneous of degree (p,q). The main results in this paper are Theorems 6.3.1, 6.5.2, and 6.6.1.
1.1. Suppose G is a connected, noncompact, semisimple Lie group with finite center and real-rank one. Fix a maximal compact subgroup Tí" in G with a fixed maximal torus T and assume that G is such that T is a Cartan subgroup of G. We will use lower case German letters to denote the corresponding Lie algebras, attaching the symbol C to designate complexifications. There is a Cartan involution 6 acting on 9 such that the decomposition into +1 and -1 eigenspaces is n = Î © s. Let B denote the Killing form on qc and equip gc with the hermitian inner product (X\Y) = -B(X,6(Y))
for all X ,Y g qc. In this way (Adl^ ,sc) is a unitary representation of K. Let ( , ) denote the inner product on tl coming from the inner product on tc-
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 1.2. Let O denote the set of roots for (ac,tc), <I>t the set of roots for (Éc,tc), and 06 the set of noncompact roots (that is, the weights of Ad(T) acting on sc ). Hence O = <I>t U <I>6. We will fix an ordering on <J>t once and for all and denote by O* the subset of positive compact roots. As usual, set pt = 1 £a€<j,+a ■ The Wey! SrouP for (fc 'lc) win be denoted by Wt. Identify f with the lattice {X G H* : ek(X) = 1, MX G t with exp(X) = 1}.
Then K will denote the set of dominant integral weights in T, with respect to 1.3. As in [KW, §2] , we assign to each a G <¡> a normalized root vector Ea so that B(Ea,E_J = 2/(a,a) and d(Ea) = -E_a. Then [Ea,E_J = Ha in tc and a(Ha) = 2. In particular,
is an orthonormal basis of sc . Our hypothesis that G has real-rank one implies that all the noncompact root vectors E" (ß e <I>6) have the same length (see [KW, Lemma 12 .1]).
1.4. We will be dealing with a situation where it is possible to order O in several different ways while being compatible with the fixed <I>* . Suppose we have indexed all these possibilities by some set /, so that for each l G J_, <p = o+(/)u(-<d+(/)), o+ = <Dtn<i>+(/), and <!>*(/) = <DS CiQ>+(l) is a system of positive noncompact roots. In this case, set^( /) = 5 E ß and P(l) = Pt + Ps(0-ße<t>>(t)
1.5. Given a dominant integral weight p e K, we fix (x , V ), an irreducible unitary representation of 7Í with highest weight p . The Harish-Chandra parameter attached to the pair (/z,<t>+(/)) is (1.5.1) p + pt-ps(l).
In Theorem 1.1 in [KW] we see that if there is an / e J_ such that (1.5.1) is C>+(/)-dominant and regular, then it parametrizes a discrete series representation of G with lowest ii-type p. We will be concentrating on examples of p such that this is not the case. Despite this, it is still possible to use some of the results in [HP and KW] .
1.6. Another consequence of our assumption that G has real-rank one is that for each / e J_ each simple root in <I>+(/) is a fundamental sequence of positive noncompact roots. This is shown in p. 197 of [KW] . The material in § §4 and 5 of [KW] then describes how to produce special Iwasawa decompositions of G. Fix / e J_ and a¡ a simple root in <!>*(/). Set a¡ = R(Ea + E_a ). so that a¡ is a maximal abelian subspace of s. The space a¡ acts on g by ad and we let l.¡ denote the set of restricted roots. We use Ea + E_a to order Z,, letting X* denote the set of positive restricted roots. Furthermore, let n; denote the sum of the Z^-root spaces in q and pa/(H) = í2tr(ad(H)\ni) V77 e a,.
Next, set A¡ = exp(a¡), N¡ = exp(n;), and write the Iwasawa decomposition (1.6.1) G = A,N,K.
At the Lie algebra level, the complexified version of this is 0c = (a/)c®(n/)c®ec and we will denote by Pa, Pn, and Pt the projections onto (a¡)c, (n/)c , and êc , respectively. These are described in Proposition (5.2) of [KW] . We emphasize that all this is completely determined by the choice of 3>+(/) and a simple root at G <I>+(/). 1.7. The decomposition G = A¡NtK leads to smooth maps H;: G -► a¡, N,: G -► N¡, and K¡: G -* K, so that every g G G has a unique description (1.7.1) g = exptH/UW^K/U).
Let M¡ = {x G K: xgx~x = g, Vg G A¡}, so that M¡ is a closed subgroup of Tí . M¡ normalizes A^ , so that for all m e M, and g gG, mg = exp(Hl(g))(Nl(g))m-mKl(g).
Hence
(1.7.2) H,(mg) = Hl(g) and K,(mg) = mK,{g).
The Haar measure on K is normalized so that Tí has mass 1. The following change of variables formula shows how K, interacts with this measure. If / is a continuous function on K and g G G, then (1.7.3) f f(k)dk = f f(K,(kg))e2l*>{H'{kt)) dk.
JK JK 1.8. Each element X g q acts on smooth functions on G by
This action is extended by linearity to permit elements of gc to act on functions, yielding right translation invariant complex vector fields. The operator V intertwines the action of G by right translation on these two spaces. Hence, any Ti-equivariant projection p onto an invariant subspace (i.e. a sum of some of these V ß ) will give rise to an invariant differential operator, namely poV (see [HO and SW] ).
2.4. In [SC] , W. Schmid describes the following special case of this construction.
For each / e J_, set (2.4.1) V(p,l)= ¿2 miPo-ßWp-ß, ßei>1(l) so that V(p,l) is a Tí-invariant subspace of V ®sc . Now let P,: V ®sc -► V(p, 1) be the 7i-equivariant orthogonal projection.
2.4.2. Definition. The Schmid operator with data p e K and / e J is defined to be D
where x(p,l) denotes x ®Kd\K limited to acting on V(p,l).
2.4.3. Lemma [SC] . 7/ (p -2pt(l), a) > 0 for all a G O* , then T>¡ is elliptic.
Let Q denote the Casimir operator for G.
2.4.4. Lemma [KW] . If (p -pß), a) > 0 for all a G <D+ am/1/ / € ker(S/), then nf=(\p + pt-ps(i)\2-\pt + Pi(i)\2)f.
Hence, each pair (p, I) satisfying the hypotheses of these lemmas gives rise to an elliptic operator whose kernel is a G-invariant subspace of C°° (G,t ) and is contained in an eigenspace of Q. For / e ker(2)/), set (2.4.5) (Qfi(g)f)(x) = f(xg) Vx,gGG.
2.5. Hotta and Parthasarathy have shown how to dominate the multiplicities of Tí-types in ker(S)/)A-, subject to the following technical conditions on p and <ï>^"(/). We will say that (p,l) satisfy condition (#) provided:
(i) for each E ç <!>+(/) and a e O^ , (n + pt-Y,ß,a\>0,
(See pp. 154-156 of [HP] .)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 2.6. For each l G J_ and X e t, let Q(X,l) be the number of distinct ways that X can be written as a sum of nonnegative integer multiples of elements of 0*(/). For p and / as above and X e K, let mult(p,l: X) denote the multiplicity of (rx,Vx) in (Q L, ker(33/)A:). Theorem 1 on p. 156 of [HP] gives the following estimate on mult(/z ,1: X).
2.6.1. Lemma. If (p,l) satisfy condition (#), then for each XgK, mult(p,l: X) < J2 fet(s)Q(s(X + pt) -(p + pt),1).
sew,
In particular, mult(p,l: p) < 1.
Notice that if mult(// ,1: X) ^ 0 then there must be at least one s e W and an arrangement of nonnegative integers nß (ß e <t>^(/)) such that (2.6.2)
A + />f = sU + /zt + ^z2/?./3 ízzií/ A + /z( is «^-dominant.
2.7.
In what follows we will see examples of p such that more than one possible l G J_ leads to the pair (p, I) having property (#). This means that p will give rise to several Schmid operators. Now consider J_(p), the subset consisting of all those / e J_ such that (p, I) has property (#) and
This latter condition is suggested by the sharp and star systems used in [TOMAS] . In this case, set (2.7.2) ^= U *U1)-
Furthermore, set P to be the orthogonal projection (2.7.3) P^.V^Bç^ ¿2m(P>-ßK-ß-When J(p) consists of just one element then we are back at the case of (2.4.1). In general, define the differential operator (eth) (2.7.4) 5^VV>
acting on C°°(G, x ). Our preceding discussion shows that ker^ç p| keriS,) l€¿(fi) and the multiplicity of a A--type (t^ , Vx) in the space ker(5 )K is less than or equal to (2.7.5) min(mult(p,l: X)).
2.8. Hence, we have started with a dominant integral weight p and produced a (g, AT)-module ker(S )K which might possibly contain the 7i-type (t , V ) with multiplicity 1. To show the nontriviality of this space, we use Knapp and Wallach's work on the Cauchy-Szegö map. First we need to set up to nonunity principal series.
3. Principal series and Cauchy-Szegö maps 3.1. Fix one l G J_ and a simple root a¡ e <!>*(/). This permits us to build an Iwasawa decomposition G = /LA^Tí, as described in §1.6. Suppose (a ,Ha) is an irreducible unitary representation of M¡ and v e (a¡)*c is a linear functional. The (nonunitary) principal series representation coming from these parameters is the action of G by right translation on (3.1.1)
for all man e M¡A¡N¡, g e G}.
The normalization pa + v follows [BW] and gives rise to a unitary representation of G when v e ia*.
3.2. Gilbert, Kunze, Stanton and Tomas have introduced the following generalization of the Szegö map, used to produce quotient representations of principal series representations. Suppose that (a,Hg) occurs as a subrepresentation of (x \M , V ), where p G K. In this case there will be an M^equivariant isometry R: Ha -» V . The Cauchy-Szegö map with data (a,v,p,l,R,a¡) is the G-equivariant linear operator
for all / e 7 (/ and g e G. From (1.7.3) we can rearrange this integral to become
Compare this with p. 179 in [KW] .
3.2.3. Lemma. For (<t,v ,p,l,R,a,) as above and fGlai/,
for all g G G.
We will call the Cauchy-Szegö kernel the smooth function S:KxG^Hom(Ha,VM)
given by (3.2.4) S(k,g) = e{p°-»m(ks~')\¿Kl(kg-x))-XoR.
3.3. We would like to arrange matters in such a way that S: Ia v -> ker^) or ker(S ). Arguing as in §7 of [KW] we see that the Cauchy-Szegö map with data (o,v,p,l,R,a¡) will map Ia v into ker(5J provided (3.3.1) ^oV(S(l,^)H=0
for one nonzero vector tp e Ha . The details of this argument appear in §9 of [BLANK] . The calculation of V(S(1 ,g)<p)g=x is described on p. 180 of [KW] .
3.3.2 Lemma. For (o,v ,p,l,R,a¡) as above and q>GHa,
When we use the basis of root vectors in sc and apply Lemma 1.6.2, this can be rewritten. Note that if ß e í>s then Eß = -QE_ß = E_ß . To see this, combine Theorem 6.1 and Lemma 8.5 in [KW] . Corollary 4.6 in [BW] states that if v(E + E_a ) > 0, then Ia has a unique nonzero irreducible quotient. This means that if (p + pt -ps(l),a¡) < 0, then ker^) contains this irreducible quotient of a principal series. Compare this with the procedure for producing X(p), as described on p. 30 of [BBS] . When we take Rtp = y/ in Lemma 3.3.3, we can make the following reductions: This last remark follows from equation (10) in [HU, p. 122] . Then the first sum in Lemma 3.3.3 is over (3.4.2) (-< -a,) n{ßG<t>s:(p,al + ß)tO} and the second sum is over
In the event that p is "very singular", these sets will be small and this suggests that the image of the Cauchy-Szegö map may be is a subspace of ker(D/), perhaps even ker(S/). 3.5. In the general case we will need to know that the image of a Cauchy-Szegö map is not trivial. An argument analogous to that in §6 of [KW] This shows that / is of Tí-type (t , V ) in Ia v .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 3.5.1. Lemma. For all (a,v,p,l,R,a¡) as above, the image S(I0 u) in C°°(G,x ) contains the K-type (x , V) with multiplicity > 1.
3.6. The following observation was shown to me by John Gilbert [GI] . Fix / e J_ and a simple root a¡ G <!>*(/). Now suppose V has a nontrivial x (M^-hxed vector, say <p, Take Ha = Ctp, a = I, and Rtp = tp . The line a¡ is Ad(M¡)-fixed in sc . The orthogonal complement to a¡ in sc has as its orthonormal basis {^o, "*-.,)} u{^V^tof'*e*.} and a¡ is Ad^^-invariant. Lemma 1.6.2 shows that
for all X Gaf , provided pß + qß = 1 for all ß G <t>s\{±a¡} . Taking m G M¡ and letting it act on V" <g> sr , we see that (0) is an+2 x. The only simple root in Q>*(n+1) is <*"+! "+2 • F°r 1 </•<!» there are two simple roots in <D*(/) : a, n+2 and a«+2 /+i • ^or 1-7' k < n + 2, j t¿ k, the root space for aJk is spanned by eJk , the (« + 2) x (n + 2) matrix with 1 as its (j,k) entry and 0 at all other entries.
The Killing form for sl(n + 2,C) is B(X, Y) = (In + 4)tr(XY) and so the hermitian inner product is (*|7) = -(2« + 4)tr(.mT).
When restricted to X ,Y gs this is (X\Y) = (2n + 4)tr(XY*). and the weights for s0 are {a n+2: 1 < j < n + 1} .
4.8. Suppose we fix <!>*(/) for some 1 < / < n + 1, take o, = R(e, n+2 + <?"+2 ¡) as the start of an Iwasawa decomposition G = A,NtK and let M, = {zc e Tí": kgk~ = g y g G A,}. Lemma 1.6.2 tells us how to calculate the Iwasawa projections of the noncompact root vectors. Let Pa,Pn, and 7^ be the projections associated to g = a © n, © t. Notice that M, is the subgroup of Tí consisting of matrices whose Ith row and /th column have only one nonzero entry, that being on the diagonal, and this is the same as the (n + 2, n + 2) entry. This fits in with §1.6 since a¡ n+2 is a fundamental sequence of in <!>*(/). From now on we will identify s@ with (Cn+ )', the space of columns with zî + 1 entries, and s0 with C"+ . In addition, 7ic will act on these subspaces of sc as in (5.1.1). Fix p and q nonnegative integers and consider the tensor product i,« = ®V+,)l®®V+'),
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use on which 7ic also acts, via a tensor product of the previous action. There is a TiV-equivariant linear map of X" " to *B " , the space of polynomials in c;
and Ç* (rj; e C"+1) which are homogeneous of degree p in t\ and degree q in C . Let us denote this map by #: 1p -* <ß , so that for all Cj g (C"+x)', ^ e C"+1, and { e C"+1. 1pq has an irreducible Kcinvariant subspace consisting of those elements which are of trace 0 and which are symmetric in the first p terms and symmetric in the last q terms. Call this space 23 . The image of this under # is the space of spherical harmonics of bidegree (p ,q), which we will denote by V Let x denote the action of 7i"c on V . The highest weight in F is (5.1.3) flp,g=Pel-ge"+x+(q-p)en+2
and we take ipp q(Ç,£*) = ÇplÇn+l as the highest weight vector. Note that
P times q times
where ex, ... ,en=x is the standard basis of C"+ .
5.2. We will need to know the derivative of t ", that is, the action of xn (tr) PA P ,<JK C' on V . For (a¿' a^ ) € tc , with a,, an (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrix and a22 = -tr(an),andfor /e Vpq <5'2-" V,("¿' al)""*' *22. Once l G J_ has been fixed and an Iwasawa decomposition G = A¡N¡K has been determined, we need to understand x" q\M ■ In V there is a special vector fixed by x (M¡). This is described in Theorem 3.1 of [JW] and it is (5.4.1) tpp^¡(7,C) = ^riF^-p,-q-,n-}^^.
Here F is the usual hypergeometric function The first of these can be identified, Tí-equivariantly, with a subspace of 1n by assigning v ® e. n+2 •-•• er: ® u for 1 < j < n + 1.
Similarly, the assignment v ® en+2 j^v® e.
identifies ft ®s0 with a subspace of X , , in a TC-equivariant fashion.
5.7.5. Lemma. Suppose 1 < / < n + 1 and R is the identification of H¡ as an M ¡-invariant subspace of ft . Then S, the Cauchy-Szegö map with data (o¡,v ,pp ,1 ,R,a¡) For 1 < I < n, an+2 ¡+x is also a simple root in <I>+(/) and so we could apply [KW, Theorem 6 .1] in this case as well. That is, the parameter is now given by v e a*+1 with fH+l-2/-#+p if 1 < / < «, 6. The kernel of eth (3) 6.1. We are now in a position to exhibit nontrivial examples of operators 9 , as described by (2.7.4). Continue to let p and q denote nonnegative integers and maintain the notation used in § §4 and 5. First we ask when is the HarishChandra parameter (1.5.1) í>+(/) dominant? From § §5.8 and 4.3, we see that we must compare the /,(/ + 1), and (n + 2) entries in pp q + pt-pß). When / = 0 we are asking for solutions to the inequality n + 1 ^ n + l -^-+q-p>p + -T-which means q >2p. When / = 1 we are asking for n 1 zi 1 « 1 P+2-2^q-p+2-2^2-2 which means 2p > q >p. This will only be 0+(l)-regular if 2p > q > p . For 2 < I < n the inequality is n 1 . ^ « 1 , ^ n 1 . 2 + 2-/^-^+2 + 2-/^2 + 2-/ which requires p = q and in this case the Harish-Chandra parameter is orthogonal to the 4>+(/) simple roots a¡ ¡+x, a¡ n+2, and an+2 /+1 . For / = zz the inequality is 1 zt 1 n ^ In -1--1><I-pA-1--1>-q + -1--1 which means 2q > p > q and this will only describe a 0+(«)-regular parameter if 2q > p > q . If we are to find representations which are not in the discrete series, we should concentrate on the the case p = q .
6.2. Now take p = q > 1 . We would like to find J_(p ), as described by (2.7.1). Since p = pax n+x , we are seeking those / e J_ such that
This pair of inequalities is only possible provided 1 < I < n. Next we must consider property (#). Observe that (PP,P + Pt^)>2nT4 for all a e<.
Moreover, (pp + pl,ax ) > (p + l)/(2n + 4) for all 2 < j < n + 1 and (PP P + Pt'aj n+i) ^ (P + l)/(2" + 4) for all 1 < j < n . If E is a subset of <P6+(/), with 1 < / < n, then
where m}. = 0 or 1 for 1 < j < n + 1. If j < I < k then there will be subsets 
7=1
These will be <I>*-dominant provided p > 2.
6.2.1 Lemma. Ifp>2 then J_(pp ) = {1,«} and VM" = {al,«+2'an+2,n+l >aj,n+2>an+2,j: 2 < T < "} = {aG<t>B:(ppp,a)>0}.
6.3. For p > 2, the range of the projection P, , defined by (2.7.3), consists t*p.p of those Tí-invariant subspaces of ft ® sc with highest weights, P<*\ ,«+l -a\,n+2 > P<*\ ,n+\ -an+2,2 = Pa\ ,n+\ + a2,n+2 '
Pa\,n+\~an,n+2 and Pal,n+\-an+2,n+V
In addition, the kernel of 7^ has highest weights pax n+x + ax n+2 and P°i ,n+2 + Q«+2,"+i . so that ker(\,) = Vi ,p ® %,p+i • when we compare this list with Theorem 5.6.6 we see that we have proved the following.
6.3.1. Theorem. If p > 2, 1 < / < n + 1, and v e a* satisfies (Pa,~1')(en+2,l+el,n+2) = 2n + 2P> then the Cauchy-Szegö map with data ( 1, v , p , I, R, a¡) maps 7, v into the kernel of 9" .
6.4. Next we must see which Tí-types can occur in (ker3 )K , using Lemma 2.6.1 and the fact that (6.4.1) ker(8 ) = ker(S>1)nker(S)II).
Recall that we are assuming zz > 1 and that the Weyl group Wt is the symmetric group acting on the first (n + 1 ) entries of an (n + 2)-tuple. Suppose X G K is a ÄT-type occurring in (kerS^ . Then there is a permutation s G Wt and n + 1 nonnegative integers mx, ■ ■ ■ ,mn+x , such that 6.4.5. Lemma. If X is a K-type in (kerD,)^ then Xx > p and A, < 0 for 2 < j <n + 1. If X is a K-type in (ker1)n)K then Xn+X < -p and Xj > 0 for 1 < j < n .
6.4.6. Proposition. If X is a K-type in (ker9 )K and p > 2 then X = p'ex -q'en+x + (q'-p')en+2, with p > p and q >p Furthermore, its multiplicity is no more than 1.
The multiplicity part of the statement follows from Lemma 2.6.1 and the fact that for X as in the statement above, equation (6.4.2) reduces to s = 1 and m2 = 0 = m^ = ■ ■ ■ = mn. 6.5. Johnson and Wallach have found all the parameters for reducible spherical principal series (see [JW, p. 154] ). In particular, if there is m e N such that v G a¡ satisfies Furthermore, the quotient (7, u)Kl(H2m + H2m) is irreducible and the Ktypes in this quotient are (x , ,, V, ,) with p ,q > m. It is known that Pa,(en+21 + ei n+2> = " + 1 and so equation (6.5.1) requires that 2m = ^n-l-v(en+2, + e,n+2).
However, in Theorem 6.3.1, n + l-i>p(en+2l + eln+2) = 2n + 2p
and so 2m = 2p -2, that is, m = p -1. 6.6. Our operator 9^ has as its kernel ker(£>2) n ker(£n). We saw in §5.8 that there were several imbeddings of principal series into either ker(53j) or ker(X>n ). Hence, there are Cauchy-Szegö maps whose image contains the K-type (x , V ) and hence all of (ker(9 ))K .
Let % be the set {/e(/CT,J^:5/eker(9^;))}.
Then
(ker(S))KG%G(Iav)K and (kerg^J = %l(ker(S))K C (Iai/)K/(ker(S))K.
In this way we see that when there is an imbedding of Ia into ker(5),) or ker(D ), using a Cauchy-Szegö map, then (ker(9" ))" is a subquotient of r-p ,/' **■ (Ia u)K . In the case of 7CTi v , with v = (n -l)/(n + 1 ))//",, we can say more.
6.6.1. Theorem. For p>2, (ker(9 ))K is the unique irreducible quotient of (7öi )K and this quotient is given by the Cauchy-Szegö map with data (o2,((n -l)¡(n+ l))paj,pp p,l ,R,an+22).
To prove this, set 7=1 and p = q in equality (5.8.3). This gives v = ((« -l)l(n + 1 ))/>",. Next, use the statement of Lemma 5.7.5 with p = q and 2-(Pa2-»)(e2,n+2+en+2,2)=[-This forces the components described there to be in ftp+| and ftp p+x , respectively. Comparing this with the list at the beginning of §6.3 shows that the image of this Cauchy-Szegö map is in the kernel of 9
. The nontriviality of fp-p the image is guaranteed by Lemma 3.5.1. The uniqueness follows from [BW, p. 127] . According to Theorem 6 of [KR] this means that (Q" , ker9" ) is *• y-p .p Pp .p an end of complementary series representation (see also [KS] ). Since this realizes (ker3 ) as a quotient "on the positive side", the methods described in Pp.p [BLANK and GKST:Zyg] show how to equip this with a unitary structure. We do not pursue this matter in this paper.
6.7. It remains to take into account the other maps described by (5. described by Theorem 7 in [KR] .
6.8. We conclude with some comments on the representations (o¡,H¡) of M¡. For 1 < / < n + 1, M¡ is isomorphic to the group e'° I :uG\J(n),e2iedet(u) = 1,0 e For m ,p' ,q' Gl, with p >0 and <?' > 0, there is a representation (nw, , ,, f) , of tAT on f) , ,, the space of spherical harmonics of bidegree (p ,q) on C" . This is given by
Vo o ^'6 for all z e C", / e Sj , ,. In this case:
